
Beechhurst Lodge
Bonchester Bridge Road, Hawick, TD9 8LG



This striking Victorian lodge house sits quietly at the

foot of the Beechhurst Estate; surrounded by

beautiful Border countryside, Beechhurst Lodge has

been fully renovated to a professional standard,

hosting elegant and country contemporary décor

with a fully landscaped garden providing the perfect

backdrop for the character property.



An ideal country retreat and well connected for the towns of Hawick and Jedburgh, Beechhurst Lodge is

a wonderful blend of old and new; with the recent modernisation complementing the charming original

features of the 1860s property. 

The reception rooms have an elegant and contemporary finish; with a cream fronted shaker style

kitchen contrasted by timber worktops and a traditional Belfast sink, with a lovely feature created from

the exposed brick alcove and working window shutters, all in-keeping with the period. The lounge is a

comfortable and well-proportioned space, with a large bay window and a woodburning stove, and the

conservatory provides a further reception room sitting to the rear and overlooking the garden. Also

on the ground floor, a home office, which would easily lend itself as a third bedroom, a fully fitted

bathroom and a useful utility room for laundry and storage. On the first floor, a luxurious master

bedroom is fitted with a modern ensuite, and a second double bedroom enjoys outlooks across the

garden and beyond. 

The outdoor space has been beautifully landscaped and provides excellent privacy, with lovely countryside

views, wonderful splashes of colour from mature borders, and a choice of spots to sit and enjoy the

picturesque surroundings. 

LOCATION
Hawick is a traditional Borders town, steeped in character, with a strong community spirit. The old

town still hosts a variety of well supported independent retailers and a great selection of small

eateries and restaurants, with larger supermarkets positioned to the edge of town. Schooling is

available from nursery – secondary and the town is renowned for its strong rugby and horse riding

background; with the annual ‘Common Riding’ festivities and Rugby Sevens held annually and

extremely well supported. The bustling town has an enviable backdrop of rolling countryside

synonymous with the Borders, while remaining well connected to the A7 and A68 for further towns,

railway and motorways.

ACCOMMODATION SUMMARY
Entrance Vestibule, Hallway, Lounge, Kitchen, Study/Bedroom Three, Inner Hall, Bathroom, Utility Room,

Conservatory. First Floor Master with Ensuite, Second Double Bedroom. Detached Single Garage. 

HIGHLIGHTS
• Position – a peaceful country position, with the detached property and generous plot allowing for

excellent privacy, lovely outlooks, and rolling countryside on your doorstep.

• Period Charm – the Victorian lodge is a successful blend of traditional features with a contemporary

décor and finish; in excellent condition throughout and truly ready to move into.

• Garden – a most enviable outdoor sanctuary! Beautifully landscapes with colourful beds, cobbled

courtyard, mature trees and greenery for screening, gravelled patio and decking to take in the view.

SERVICES
Mains gas, electricity and water. Private drainage. Combination of double & triple glazing units.

COUNCIL TAX
Band D.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Rating E. 

VIEWING AND HOME REPORT
To arrange a viewing or request a copy of the Home Report contact the selling agents, Hastings Property

on 01573-225999-lines open until 10pm 7 days a week.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
All floor and wall coverings, integrated appliances and fitted shutters are included in the sale price.

MARKETING POLICY
Offers are invited and should be submitted to the Selling Agents, Hastings Property Shop, 28 The Square,

Kelso, TD5 7HH, 01573 225999, Fax 01573 229888.  The seller reserves the right to sell at any time and

interested parties will be expected to provide the Selling Agents with advice on the source of funds with

suitable confirmation of their ability to finance the purchase.

3 bed 2 public 2 bath
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